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Cyclic Steam Stimulation (eSS) process is a proven commercial oil recovery process in

helJ\Y oil reservoirs. CSS is mostly applicable for the reservoirs containing medium to
•

high viscosity oil. In IIllUly of the heavier rcserviors, steam is injected under high

~e to create fraclures (shear failure} in.the reservoir. The'"'changes in mass and

heat transport properties created by steam invasion in the heterogenously deformed

shear failure zone have been shO\\l1 to' be the important factors for recovery

mechanism. TIlls work presents a new mathematical mode~ which considers the shear

failure zone permeability in reservoir simulation by means of pseudo-relative

permeability functiOJll!.
•

Fractures and microchannels are created in the shear failure zone of the reservoir

during steam inj~tion period. It is asswned that these fractures and microchannels

remain during production period. As a result the reservoir permeability is altered from..•
. the original value. In this new model the actual permellbility is calculated by using of

pseudo-re1ativc penneability fimctiODS.

The entire shear failure zone is divided !nto .two concentric elliptical cylinders. The

inner and outer cylinder is CllIIedhot and warm 7.one respectively. The flow rate is

calculated from the well located at the £eIIter of an elliptical reservoir geometry.

The simulated results are obtained from this new model showing an excellent match

with previously reported result in Olld Lake oil saniis. The various production

perforrnancc parameters (OSR, CDOR, WOR) as well as oil and water productions are

calculated in eight cycles of operation. An extensive sensitivity study has been done for

different physical and reservoir parameters. TIlls model can be successfully used for

simulating moderate to helJ\Y oil resenro/rs.
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_.,NOMENCLATURE

a = major axis of the ellipse (m)

A = area (m')

b '" width offra~ture (m), minor axis of the e.Ilipse(m)

~ = ~ompressibility (kPa-\ halflength of the line source (m)

C = specifi~ heat (kJ m"'K\ fluid loss coefficient (m dOW)

d = diffusivity length (m)

E" = energy stored in the cap and base ro~k (kJ)

f = degree offailure (fraction)

g = acceleration due to gravity (9081 rruf")

h = fonnation thickness (m), specific enthalpy (kJ kg"')

h~ =- latent heat of vaporization (kJ kg-I)

H '" dimensionless heat input

I = steam injection rate (ml dayOI)

k = absolute permeability (m')

"" '" thermal condu~tivity (kJ mO'd-l Kl)

k'ro = pseudo relative penneability of oil (fraction)

k'", = pseudo relative permeability of water (fraction)

K = hydrauli~ conductivity (ms-')

K"", = number of total cycles

L = djstan~e (m)

Lr = fracture halflength (m)

1..- '" latent heat of vaporization (kJ kg")

M = mobility ratio, volumetric heat capacity (kJ kg'l)

P = pressure (kPa)

p,,, '" saturation pressure (kPa)

q = fluid flow rate (m' day'l)

q£ '" heat lass rate (kJ S'l)



Q ""heal flow rate (kJ day"')

r = radius (m)

R = radius in polar coordinates

S.... = irreducible water saturation (fraction)

So = oil saturation (fraction)

Sot = residual oil saturation (fraction)

Sp = spurt loss quotient

S..., = initial water saturation (fraction)

s... = residual water saturation (fraction)

t '" time (day)

T = temperature

T = (T. T,)I(T, _T,)

U = unil step function

v '" variable of integration

V '" volume (m')

v! = fluid leak-o:lfvelocity (m' s.')

X; = steam quality

Xo '" relative permeability multiplication factor for oil

X" = relative permeability multiplication factor for water

Greek Symbllis

0; = thenna1 diffusivity (m' SO'), effective fracture width (m)

~ = 1, thenna1 expansion coefficient (K')

Ie '" mobility (m' Pa"s"l)

<5 = fluid heal loss due to production (fraction)

e '" eccentricity of the ellipse (fraction)
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<t> = potential function

<j> = porosity (fraction)

r = dimensionless x coordinate

'1 = dimensionless z coordinate, hydraulic diffusivity

.u- = dynamic viscosity (Fa.s)

~ = dimensionless y coordinate

p = density (kg m-')

T = dimensionless time

'. = dimensionless time for steam advancement in the fracture

'u = dimensionless time for the steam to move into the formation

e = dimensionless temperature, angle

v = kinematic viscosity (m' S.I)

1f =pi" 3.14159265

Subscripts

o = interface between reservoir and the adjacent strata

1 = hot

2 = warm

b = bulk, interface

c = condensate

d = drainage

e = extemal

f = formation, flujd

h = hot, interface

1 = initial, injected

o •• oil

om =mobile oil

p = pore



, ~ radial

R = reservoir

" = steam

~ = stearn advance

"' = standard condition

"' = stock lank, steam, .-
w = water, wellborc, wann

we = connate water

wi = flowing wellbore

~ =mobile water
, = vertical co-ordinate

Abbreviations

CDOR = calendar day oil rate

CS8 = cyclic steam stimulation

eWE = cold water equivalenl

FEW '" elliptic flow into a well

OSR = oil-steam ratio

POOR = production day oil rate

WOR = water-oil ratio



"'-'IINTRODUCfION

Thermal methods of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) are V!:iryeffective for leSClVOm

whiOOcontain medium to high wcosity oil BasicaIly, two c1aslles of thermal recovery

processes are ~d widely : displacement or driveprocesses and stimulation processes.

Cyclic Steam Stimulation (ess) prtlCQlIIl is one of the mod important stimulation

processes for enhanced oil recovery methods. Steam. slimubtion involves periodic

injection of steam into a producing weB for several. days to a few weeb. Then the: wen

is allowed a soaking period to dissipate energy and fonn a heated zone in the vicinity of

the weIlbon:. The hot oil and WIter are then produced from the Mated ZQllOafter

soaking period.

Steam was first used for recovering heny oil in Woodson, Texas in 1931. ess has

received intense interest by the hea\.y oil producers since the early l%Os. Steam

&timuIation is the ItlOIJtrecognized procc:ss for recovering heavy oil. It is being used

sucCC&SfullyaD over the world: CaIifomia, Alberta and Venezuela.

Cyclic Steam Stimulation is a WIY difficult procellll to histoty match using thenna]

rdmulators. The main reason is the fact that the reservoir undergoes many changes in

prcIlSUfe,tCInpeTlltureand saturations as well as prnneability. 1'he creation offulctures

and Illicrochannels in the shear failure zone. during irljcction period makes the process

even more complex.. Although numerous swam injection operati?Jll! have been carried

out, many of the complexities of the operation are still unknown. It is difficult to

develop a unique solution procedure for ess. Numerical simulator has made rapid

progress with the advance of computing power. Difficult problems are now inwstigated

by simulators. On the other hand th~ are very expensive llIld time consurniJlg ventures.

Good analytical solution is still a very useful tool.

•
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In literature, a number of lIDlI!ytic-Imodels haw been proposed but few of them have

cO!t8idered shear failure phenomena. Arthur et al(1991) and Tamim and Farouq Ali

(1995) cll1l8idere.1the fracturing phenomena during injection period in ess prOCC18

which often OCCUl$in hea")' oil Sllnds. Both the models considered elliptical 80w

geomelly with an open fracture at the wellbore whCfCllllTarnim ct al. abo investigated

the cloecd fracture situation. None of them considered shear failure. Most of the

simulatonl do not include the geomechanicai aspect oftbe eSg process.

A new analytical model for Cyc1k; Steam Stimulation of heavy oil rc8CfVOin;that

includes the fractures and microchanneb in the shear failure zone, 8lIturation changes

and pressure dependent relative penneabiIity has been pt'OpOlICd.The model considers

the fractures and microchannels in the shear :failW"czone to remain open or par1iaDy

open during production period. The enhanced pcrmca.biIity in the shear failure woe has

been calculated by using pseudo-rctative penneability functions. An elliptical flow

geometry of the entire failure zone have been consida"«! for simuhdion purpOlle. The

model has been validated by comparing results with available field data.

2



Chapter II

REVIEW OF TIlE LITERATURE

Cyclic Steam StimuIation(CSS) is most widely used thermal method for heavy oil'

I'l:C<WelY.High jm'ssure stearn incn:ases the mobility of oil and by creating a shear

failure zone, it also increasc:s the penneability of the producing zone. Due to the

heterogeneous natun: of the reselVOir, it is difficult to COlTeIatcall reservoir parameters

regarding the production pcIfonnance. The extent and orientation of fi'actIm:s in the

shut failure zone affect the productivity of the process. The productMty of the oiIl1lso

depends on the drive and drainage mechanism. The natural drive mechanisms are:

gravity drairulge, formation compaction, fluid expansion and solution gaBdrive. Gravity

drainage is an important drive mccNnism in CSS process.

The "Viscosityof the oil and pcnneability of the resetVOir are two important parametenl

that dmninate the flow rate during production period. The actual permeabitity is altered

in the reservoir due to the cn:ation of fractures and microclwmels in the shear failure

zone during stcam. injection process. The extent of failure zone and t:emperatun:

distributions have significant importance in rescrvoir simulation. The relative

permeability of the reservoir in a watcrloil 8JISt:enlalso depends on the reservoir

temperature. B~ rdative permeability to oil increases lIDd to water decreases as

temperatun: incn:ll8C$ (Nakarnthap, 1986). The viscosity reduction and penneability

enhancement aII:ithe main ptlIpOSCof cyclic steam stimulation proceJS.

There are three types of cyclic steam stimulation modeling approaches: (l) empirical

correlatiorm, (2) multicornponent multiphase thcnna1 simulators and (3) anaIybca1

models (Sylvester and Chen, 1988). Empirical correJations can be used for COlTelating

data. They have limiting predictive utility. Thermal simuJaton; yield rigorOUllsolutions

10 the material and energy balance, bw it is not suitable for a quick analysis of steam

3



uucction projccts. It is much more expensive and time consumirJg and as well as more

sensitive to rock and fluid property data. AnalytU;a1modeb can account for many of

the important physical phenomena and is capable of prO'oiding quick and reasonably

accurate predictions of field pmormance.

1. J Analytical: Models

ess analytical models meet the need for quickly flICdicting field performance. Several.

arudytical models have been developed. Some of the main models found in tho

literature are r:Mowed bore.

Boberg and LmIz (1966) presonted a simplifu:d anaJytical model for calculating

multicyck: steam stimulation bohavior. They l15ed the Marx.Langenheim. eqution to

calculate the initial radius of the reservoir heated to steam temperature during the

injection phase of the process. Thoy also accounted for heat loss lhrough conduction

both vertica1ly and J2diaIIy. They assumed that the reservoir iJ uniformly heated to a

calculated distance from the wellbore. The size of the heEd region is determined by

accounIing for heat 10Mes to the over and urukrburde:n. This model llUCCessfulIy

matched the production hWory of a number of steam stimulated wells such as

Quiriquire Well It is most accurate for the first cycle of stimulation and becomes

progressively less accurate for the succeeding cycles; because of the simplifying

ll8KUIIlptlonsmade. The major limitation of this modol is that it is not applicable to thick

sands. Where the gravity segregation of steam and oil will te!lult highly non uniform

heating of the oil around tho weJlbore.

Gontijo and Aziz (1984) presented a simplo analytical modol for simulating heavy uil

recovery by cyclic steam stimulation in pressure-depleted reservoirs. They described

that the flow rare of oil is influenced by oil viscosity, effective permeability of the

heated =,porosity, mobile uil saturation and thennaJ. diffusMty of the resctVOir. The

4



potential included the gravity teml and a conical shaped Sleam zone was assumed They

concluded that the predicted rtSponsc of the reservoir to stearn injection by both the

analytical and numerical models is similar.

syfvcstcr and Chen (1988) presented an improved cyclic steam 8timuIation model for

predicting heavy oil recowIy from pressure depleted reservoirs. They used a modified

gravity drainage inflow equation to predict the production rates for both oil and water.

The model pennits the direct input of field data or correlation for relative pcntteability.

They concluded that the model produced an exct:llent histOlJ' match of oil production

and water cut up to sevm cycles.

Arthur, Best, Jha and Mourits: (1991) presented an analytical composite model for

cyclic steam stimulation in elliptical dow gcomclly. They considered the J'I:I&C1VOir

consisting of two distinct region of different 8uid properties, porosity and permeability.

They used the fiuid :flow and heat and mass ba1anl;e equatiOllll for obtaining presllUfC,

temperature and avenge phase saturation in the hot and cold zones. The effect of two

phase oil and water flow in the reservoir was considered by using relative permeability.

They reported good history match with both field data and lllUIlelicaJ.simulation rtSults.

Tamjrn and Farouq Ali (1995) presented a new mathematical mode~ invoking

analytical techniques for Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS) perfonnance prediction. In

their modc~ a fradurc huting computation coupled with .fluid flow _ both during

injection and production was considered. This Wll$balled upon two criteria: a fracture

flow and flow in an elliptical geometIy with a circuJar weB in the center. They assumed

that a vertical fracture ill created during steam iqjection.. A CllIlIJ"hcnsive investigation

was made: for a completely closed fracture during production period. The rtSufts

obtained from this investigation did not properly match with field data. They suggested

existence of a partially open fracture during production period. The most significant

achievement of this model was 10 developed a technique for calculating avemge

viscosity, based on the actual areal distribution of temperature during production. No

j



stress analysis in the shear failure zone was done in this model. Th~ reported that dw

model cou1d serve as a valuable guideline for munerica1 simuJation or physical

modeling.

2.2 Sbear Failure

During steam injection in bemoy oil reservoirs, mear failure zone is created in the

reservoir along the initia1 shear band due to high injection pressure of the &team. The

steam injcctMty and oil-water production rates depend on the size, shape and extent of

the shear failure zone. The actual. shape and the orientation of the failW'e zone was not

completely understood. Some of the key papers about shear failure zone arc reviewed

h=.

Ito (1984) proposed in his !IlIIlddeformation mode~ horizontal fractnres were created

in the shear failure zone. When steam is injected into the formation under high

pteSSUl"C,a fractW'e is created and extends through the formation. The fracturc

orientation depends on the depth of the fCSelVoir.Therefore, at shanow depths induced

fractures are more likely to be horizontal or intersect a horizontal plane at a small angle.

He postulated in his model a new flow georrn:try to achieve a realistic intcrprctation of

well performances. The new flow geometry ~ been termed as the ''smd deformation

concept". He descn"bcd in his sand deformation model the changes in porosity, ptc:lIsurc

lcvcl and energy and flow characteristics rcsul1:ingfrom the ~tence of microchannels.

The injected fluid was able to pcnclrale in the unC0n8?lidated oil !IlIIldby creating

microchannels. He reported that the most important phenomenon for thci recovery of

bitumen was thc one-way-va1vc effect of thc microchannels that are created during the

injection p~c of CSS and arc closed during thc production phase. He concluded that,

the new model provided an excellent match for all available observations like steam

injection preslIlItC, oil and water production rates, fluid production IC11IPWlltureand

salinity changes of an actual.well

6



Seltari (1989) described a new formulation of non-linear !oD mechanics and multiphase

thennaJ. flow. The shear faihm: in the fornWion is caused by the non-lineariti:es of the

soil behavior and their interadions with fluid flow. He included in his rt\Qdel: a)

nonlinear compressibility and flow propertKs as fimction of pressure, strelIlI and

temperature b) non-1irn:ar, incremental, thenna! poroclastic stress analysis, and c) mear

failW'Cand its effect on transport properties, porosity and sIrcM. The physics of the

model accounts for nonlinear soil mechanics behlMor, soil failW'Cand their effect on

poromy and permeability of the media. He showed that the formation failure is a

fimction of thermal and poroelastic str=s. The nonlinearity of the COI.JPIcssibilityand

failure are the principal mechanisms controlling the injcctivity in oil sands. Shear fai1urc

arOlmd an injector or at fracture face is an .important mechanism which further

increllSCllmobility. He described that this effect confirmed and quantified the intuitive

concepts of ~sand deformation" or ''microchanelling". He also dcscnbed that for •

sufficiently high injection prclISIml, failure will occur with an increase of permcability

and porosity in the shear zone. He reported that the model was in good agreement with

the injectivity and fracture dimensions of mollt of the oil-sands.

Teufel and Rhett (1991) described the geomochanical evidence ohhear failW'Cduring

production of the Ekofisk field. The mcar fai1W'Coccum:d during the oompaction of

high porosity chaIk as the mear stress increased with pressure drawdown. The shear

failure during depletion increased fracture density and n:duced the dimensions in the

fractured resCfVl:lirs,thereby maintain initiaI reservoir permeability. They suggested that

the shear failure process oouId account for the continued good producibility of the

Ekofisk field, in spite of compaction.

Ito, SeUari and Jha (1993) pRSenled a numerical model considering the p}:olechnical

aspects of tar sands. Based on Ihe gcomechanical findings, they described the mear

failure zone will develop in several stages. First, shear bands arc gencratcd from the

tensile fracture due to lowering of effective stresses adjacent to the fracture face. The

alteration of the Iocalstross field due to the widening of the fracture will also contribute

7



to the gern:ration of the shear bands. The injected fluid has • tendency to Ieak-off into

these: shear hands. Second, this fluid encroachment causes pore pressure in the shear

zone to inctea5e sharply due to the high mobility of the injected fluid and generates a

low minimum effective stress in the shear zone. They described this would enhance the

propagation of the shear failure zone. In this stress zone, the injected fluid will not

traveled evenly. It will flow in its OIW path, and resident fluid will occupy the

remainder of the zone. As a result the dendritiCll1lyconnected flow paths :from the

injection well through fracture and shear planes arc generated. They reported that this

phenomena would increase the permeability in the shear failure zooe. They showed

that the changes in mass and heat transport properties are significant factors for the

recovery mechanism. They descnbed the theoretical and practical lISptcts of shear

failure zone in reservoir simubtion, by means of piIClIdorelative permeability functions.

The pseudo-rebltive permeability functions wen: derived by considering the sheM

failure phenomena. They reported that the pseudo relative permeability modcl in sh~

failure zone for reservoir simuJation gave better hisloly match in production

perfonnance.

2.3 EllipUcal Flow into a Well

During steam injection in ess process, shear failure zone is created around !he

welJbore. The flow from failure zone into the wen is mOlW to be cIliptic during

production period (Tamim and Farouq Ali, 1995). Some key papers about elliptic flow

into the we1Jboreare reviewed here.

van der Ploeg, Kirkham and Boast (1971) prcIIented an exact solution for $teady

saturated flow to a fully penetrating well in an elliptical confined aquifer. They

considered the aquifer is isotropic and homogcncoUII. The potential and steam

functions for a number of different shaped aquifers and weD locations are developed by

starting with a genera1 solution to Laplace's equation. They concluded that the variety

,



of geometries enables one to predict the well discharge for aquifers which approach the

shape of an ellipse. 'This means that the wt:ll may be located at different position of the

elliptical.aquifer.

DietrK:h (1986) presented a Cyclic Sleam Stimulation model of tar sands through

hydraulicaJ.ly induced fracture. He assumed an elliptical heating pattern as hoI injection

fluid mCl\lCdoff a vertical fracture face. The heat retained in the reservoir, base and cap

rock in an approximately e11ipBoidairegiOIL The isotherms were determined on the

basis of IeJnperatw"c computed in the reservoir after multiple steam cycles in a vertically

fractured well. He attributed the closure of fracture to expansion of rock, because of

pore pressure build up and ll8SIlltlCdthat it closed slowly over a period of days. He

ooncludcd that the lengths of the major and minor axes of the heated ellipsoid were

important, because they influenced the choice of well ~ md the time of intcrweU

beat communication.

Arthur, Best, Jha and Mourits (1991) developed an analytical model for cyclic srellDl

stimulation in reservoirs Mth eIIipticaI flow geomelly. They dMded the entire flow

geometry into a hot and a wann zone. The hOI zone was bounded by the profile of the

lOcfc ilIothenn md the warm zone by an isothenn 1°C above the initial reservoir

temperature. They assumed that the length of the fracture obtained during st:canl

injection for a partic. cycle c!OQl001 change at the end of the production period for

that cycle. They rqwrted that the DHldel proWled a rapid evaluation of the

performance of cyclic steam 8Iimu1atioo prQjects for the purpose of optimization and

for process control of commcrcial operations.

Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995) presented an an.tIyticai cyclic steam stimulation model

including fonnation parting. The model based upon a fracture ~ computation,

coupled with fluid flow • both during steam injection and oil and water production. In

their model three different flow equations were considered: (1) flow into a wellbore at

the center of an elliptical drainage boundary, (2) flow from a finite tine source into a
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well and (3) tlow into a partially open ftactw"e in an elliptical drainage area. They

invcstigJted a completely close fracture during production period. It failed to match the

field perrormance rellUils.On the bams of flow rates found in e1Iipticalgeometry with a

circular well in the center, they ~ that a partilIIIy ~ :fracture exist during

production period. They did not consider the Ghear failW'Cphenomena and enhanced

permeability in the failure zone in their model They concluded that the flow into a

circular wellbore at the center of an elliptical flow geometry did not repICGentthe flow

pattern in the field, because it undereGtimatlld the production.

2.4 Pseudo-Relative Penneabllity

The CSS process ill a proven, conunercially well n:cognized I'CCOWJ}"process in heavy

oil reservoirs. So far, the actual n:covery mechanism has not been completeJy

undenitood. It is true that the shear failures arc created in the heavy oil reservoirs

during steam injection in cyclic steam stimuJation process. Recently a few of the works

have been done on the CSS process considering t1Klgeomechanical aspecls of the

reservoirs. The physical and fluid flow properties in the hot:erogenously deformed

failure zone have been shown to be the itnporant factors for the recoveJY mechanism.

The pseudo-relative permeability fimctions are used to represent the Ghear failure zone

in Il1lIIleri<aIn:servoir simulation.

The pseudo-relalive permeability is defined as the altered n:lative permeability in the

heterogeIlOWlly defonned Ghear failure zone of the reservoir (Ito et aI., 1993). The

pseudo-relative permeability is lIlIedfor the purpose of reservoir mnulation, where large

permeability variation exist in the reservoirs during production period of the CSS

process. Based on the above mentioned work, detailed description of t1Klpseudo-

relative permeability and its usc are presented.
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Sometimes pressure dependent Rilative permeability hystcrisis is used in the reservoir

simulation of steam stimulation pr0CC8S,but its mechanism. is not clear. All steam is

injected into a re1ativc1y incompress1ble reservoir, pore pra!8Ul'CmcRillSCSand the

effective stress decrcallCS.At pore pressure corresponding to low effective stresses, the

formation compressibility increases by about two order of magnitude, and shear faiIurc

OCCUIll.This phenomenon result in diLation, with rapid increases in porosity and

pcnneability (Ito ct al.,I993). This enhanced permeability is calculated by using

pseudo-Rilative permeability fimctions. The geomechanical llIlpcct of shear failure !wi

the following features (Ito el a1.,1993).

1. High Ie". is expected in the areas where the pressure is higher than the

pressure which would cause the sands to fail.

2. Since the shear failure is generaIly lI!Isociatedwith the dilation of f=nation,

a porosity change also appears along with the high Ie". zone.

3. Shear failure seems 10take place along the initial shear band, therefore high

K". should appear in only certain directions.

2.4.1 Hysterisis of the PseQdo Relative Permeability

Heterogeneous flow pathB that were created during the injection period, remains

unchanged during the early prodQction period. When pore pressure is dccl'Calleddue to

the fluid production, the flow paths are closed partially or the COlUlCCtionsbetween the

paths start to break. The high relative penncability star1ll to decrease, and retain the

residual valQe. The magnitude of the hyste:risill depends on the physiC/! of the

remoulding process and also the reservoir preSSIite. During the stabilized production

period, the shear planes may slill exist and the residual porosity and penneability due to

11



failure during the injection period may also exist in the formation. The residual porosity

and permeability are generally higIwr than the original value: (Ito et al,I993).

During the injection period, the .injc:~tc:dfluid passes through the microchanneb of

shc:arplanes in the failure>wnc. Thus water saturation in the failure zone is significantly

higIwr than the surrounding reservoir. The water relative permeability in the failure

wne is also much more higher than the surrounding reservoir. To accommodate this

heterogeneity in the reservoir properties, the pseudo relatM: permeability is used.

Some of the key papers about pseudo relative permeability for reservoir simulation arc

reviewed here.

Hearn (1971) presentc:d a method for developing pseudo-re]ativc permc:ability curves in

two dimensional simulation of fluid displai;lmlCD.tproje~ts, where vertical sweep is

affecred primarily by the variation of permeability. He U8ed pseudo relative

penneability functions in a mathernati~al model for calculating vertical efficiency using

a .stratified :reservoir concept. Basic reservoir data was used to generate pseudo relative

permeability curves that reflecred the degree of vertical permeability variation. He

concluded that the model was more apPli~able to water drive than to gas-injection.

projects where density differences 11lllYbe large.

Jacks, smith and ~ (1973) presented a method for the modeling of three

dimensional resenroirs with two dimensional reservoir simulators using d)nami~ pseudo

functions. They derived d)nami~ pseudo relative permeabilities from eross-sectional

model and showed that the d)nami~ p!lQudorelative permeabilities are applicable over a

wide range of rates and initi.:Ilfluid saturations. They reported that the dynamic pseudo

relative penneabi1itic:s were s1rongly dependent on initial reservoir saturations and flow

velocity. They concluded that the correlation and techniques ~Ioped in their study,

to ac~ount for saturation and velocity dfects, should be applicable to other reservoir

12



Ito, Settarl and Jha (1993) presented a reSC1Voir simulation mode~ where they

considered the effects of shear failure on the cyclic steam stimulation proCCSlland

pseudo functions. They described, in their ~er, the theoretical and practical aspects

of representing the shear failure zone in reservoir simulation by means of pseudo

relative penneability functions. They reviewed the rdative permeability hysterisis that is

commonly used in the simulation of the mam stimulation process. A new set of stress-

dependent pseudo relative penncability was proposed and also presented a practical

method for the use of the pseudo functions in a reservoir simulator. The method could

be applied to injection, as well as production cycles. The model was tested with the

actual data from the Esso Cold Uke tar sand operation. They reported that the new

model prmided a better represenlation of the field performance than the conventional

mo""-

Blllker and Thibeau (1997) presented a mtical review of the use of the JlllCUdo relative

pcnneabilities for upsclI/.ing. They Il\lIt1IIUll'iz the properties am! limitations of

diffcrenl dynamic pseudo reJativc penneability methods. They described some severe

difficulties common to aD methods such as choosing the number and Joc.atiornlof the

coarse-grid rock types, defining the simulations from which the pseudo relative

pcrrneabilities are gcneratc:d and the dependence of the pseudo relative pcrrneabilities

on well rates and pomtions. They reported that, in practice, pseudo relative

permeabilities cannot be used reliably to scale up from a ''fine-grid~ geologi.cal model to

a "coarse-grid" fluid flow model except for cases where capillary or gravity equilibrium

can be assumed at the coarse-grid block scale. They concluded that scaling up from the

core scale to the geological model is more likely 10be possible because capillary forces

are more important at smaller scales.
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ChapterID

MODEL DEVEWPMENT

The importance of cyclic steam stimulation process is ever increasing for l'«:overing

heavy oil. Analytical models are well-known to male good predictions of this rather

complex process. There are lots of paper published about CSS process. None of the

analytical models consider elliptical flow into a unfractured wellbore. Shear failure zone

is created around the wellbore during steam injection process in the heavy oil

reservoirs. The fluid flow, heat transfer, mass balance, fluid saturations and relative

permeability as wen as the extent of shear failure zone arc the important factors for

developing the model. It is difficult to llIUllyz.eall of the physical and reservoir

parameters. The shear failure zone is complex in nature. It is generally associated with

vohnnelric dilation or sand compaction, a porosity change and the flow paths are

dendritically connected. Since the volumetric dilation or sand compaction is taken place

in the shear failure zone. As a result the permeability lUldporosity of the shear:f.ailure

zone are altered. A new analytical technique has been developed in this work which

considers all of the physical and reservoir parameter!!.

The degree offailure, fluid saturations chllllgC,pressure dependent relative permeability

and extension of shear failure zone are the key parameters that have been cons.idered in

this new model. An elliptical flow system have been considered from the shear failure

zone into the wellborc during production period. Tamim and FMouq AH (1995)

considered in their analytical model the vertical fracture created during injection period

remain partially open during production period. In this new model the permeability

enhancement due to the existence of shear failure zone during production period is

simulated by using pseudo-re1ative permeability functions.
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3.1 The Flow Equations

The model is based on the elliptical flow geomelty. The entirt: reservoir is divided into

two concentric elliptical cylinder on the basis of isothenns. A conceptual diagram of the

fluid and heat flow is shown in Figure 3.1. For convenience of analysis, inner zone is

called the hot zone and the outer zone is called the wann lOne.

3.1.1 Flow (rom Inner Hot Zone

It is assumed that the shear failure zone created during swam injection period also

exists during the production period. It 1wI been described in Chapter n, Section 2.3 that

the drainage area in such I'ClleJVOirsare elliptical shaped hot zoru:s with II circular

wellbore at the center. van der Ploeg, Kirkham and Boast (1971) Presented an exact

solution for steady saturated elliptical flow into a fully penetrating well. The Oow rate

can be expressed by (detail in Appendix A),

(3.1)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the resetVOir, h ill the reservoir thickness,

aop is the difference in hydraulic head, A.., is the orthonormal functions coefficient, II

is the major axis of the ellipse and r••is the wellbore radius.

3.1.2 Flow from Outer Warm Zone

Muska! (1937) presented an equation for steady state flow case. The following

equation acoounts the flow rate from outer warm zone at each lime step.
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Planvlew

Auld & H at Flow

Rgure 3.1 - Diagram offlu,d flow amI heat transfer forthe
proposed model.
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(3.2)

3.2 Calculation ofPn!SIlufe

The reseIVOir pressure is determined by calculating the average fluid height in the

particuJar zone of the reservoir. Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995) developed the following

material balance equations which are used for estimating the average .fluid heights in

this modeL The average fluid heights at any time n for the hot and warm zones are
_" _"-1

h,", = h"", - (Q,", - Q~••.•)I rpA,,, '

-" .-,

where Q is the total fluid .flowat each time step.

(3.3)

(3.4)

The interface pressure of two zone is determined by calculating the interface .fluid

height. The area-weighted average method L~used to detennine the interface .fluid

height.

(3.5)

II is assumed that the outel: drainage boundaiy pressw:e is to be the initial resetVoir

pressure.
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3.3 Calculation of Temperature

The calculation of average reservoir temperatures in this new analytical model of cyclic

steam stimulation process axe divided into three categories. These arc:

1. Initial temperature calculation

2. Average soak temperature calculation and

3. Production temperature calculation

3.3.1 Calculation ofInllial Temperature

In cyclic steam stimulation process, steam is irtiecled into the reservoir for increasing

the mobility of the reservoir fluids. Wheeler (1969) proposed the following equation

which gives the temperature profile at any point in the reservoir for the given injection
rate and time

-'

- , [JP[V«-<,)J''L}T(r,<,q,<).U«_<,) J kl'if' (,p
7< r-r, " Jr(r-r.) I-v')

x~p(-[ , av~]')":
2v,jr- r. "

(3.6)

The steam front propagation time can be calculated by !he folloMng dimensionless
time~tion

IS



(3.7)

The tempernture in the shear failure zorn: follows by a Sfep function profile. Inifudly

only condensate flows in the fonna.tion. Once the energy supplied to the failure zone

exceeds the energy transfrned into the fonnation, a st:cam zone will advance. The

steam advancing time is calculafcd by the following equation,

(3.8)

In the hot zone boundaty, an isotherm of IOO"C is used and in the warm zone

bOlUulary, an isotherm of 0.01 degree above the initial reservoir temperature is used.

Average temperature of the two zones is estimated by using linear polynomial

approximatiOll

3.3.2 CaJculation of Avellll!C Soak Temperature

During soak period the temperatures in the hot and warm zones decline slightly from

tl1.OIIeat the end of injection due to heat losses to irnpenneable strata. Tamim and

Farouq Ali (l995) developed the following overall heat balances to calculate the

average zone temperatures during soak period. This heat balance equations are used in

the present model.

Hot zone heat balance:

Heat content = overiunderburden heat loss + warm zone heat 105s

Wann zone heat balance:
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Heal content = overllmderburden heat loss - heat gain fium hot zone.

3.3.3 Calculation of Average Production Temperature

After production starts, the hot and wann zone temperatures are decreased due to fluid

production and heat losses to the impermeable strala. Ar1hur et aI. (1991) assumed that

the \henna! and fluid properties are changed with temperature during production but

are essentially constant for a srna11time step. The overall heat balance equations

proposed by Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995) are used in this study for calculating

average zone temperatures during production period.

Hot zone heat balance:

Heat content = production heal loss + overlunderburden heat loss + wann zone

heat loss - heat gain fium warm zone flow.

Wann zone heat balance;

Heat content., heat loss to hot zone flow + overlunderburden heat loss

- heal gain from hot zone.

The details of the description for calculating zone temperature during soak and

production period were presented in Appendix B.

3.4 The Heat Loss Equation

The heat loss to the overlunderburden by conduction from reservoir in CSS process is

conunon phenomena. M:tny authors suggesled that, maximum heat was lost during

soak period. Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995) used one-dimensional heat conduction

equation for heat loss to the cap and base rock. Inserting the fitting function (Vinsome
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and Westerveld, 1930) into the one dimensional heat conduction equation they found

the following equation.

(3.9)

Where u" is the thenna! diffusivity, To is the interface lenlpUature, d is the diffusivity

length and p and q arc parameters. ToNis the interface temperature at the beginning of

the time count, The following equations are used to calculate the heat loss rate and

energy stored in the cap and base rock.

(3.10)

(3.11)

where k" is thennaI conductMty. Details of the above equations were presented in the

Appendix C.

3.5 ClIIculation or Saturation

Accurafe calculation of fluid satumions is an important factor for any simulation

process. The fluid saturation is changed due to the creation of fractures and

microchanncls in the shear failure zone of the reseNOir. The most popular method for

calculating the fluid saturations in the reservoir is material balance method.

ArthUl"ct a1. (1991) proposed a technique for calculating the reSClVOirfluid saturations

by using overall material balance in both oil and water. Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995)

developed two different schemes to calculate the reservoir fluid saturntions which are

used in the present modeL
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In the first scheme, an overall material balance of only water in both the hot and warm

wnes arc considered The following general equation is used to calculate the initial
mobile fluid saturations.

Initial mobile fluid = initial volume + injected volume + cum inflow

• cum. Production - cum. outllow. (3.12)

The following simple material balance equations arc used to calculate the saturation
values.

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

Where S""" and S""" are the initial mobile water saturations in the hot and wann
zones, ~pectively.

In the second scheme both !he oil and water material balance are considered. The

continuity equation is used to develop the saturation equations by assuming the change

in.hot zone volume to be equal to the change in warm zone volume.

For both !he schemes, the maximum value of hot zone water saturntion was restricted

to (1 - S,..) and the mobile water saturation was restricted to (1- Sm _ s...) respectively.

The detaiIs of saturation equations presented by Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995) are

shown in the Appendix D.
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3.6 Calculation of Average Viscosity

In cyclic sleam stimulation process, the productivity of oil mostly depends on the

viscosity of the reservoir oil. The viscosity of oil is decreased by injecting steam into the

reservoir. As a result the mobility ofreservoir fluid increases. Owens and Suter (1965)

proposed a viscosity-temperature relationship to calculate the oil viscosity but it over

estimates the oil production.

Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995) developed an improved ana1ytical method to calculate

the viscosity of the reservoir fluids. In their approach actual area-weighted averages of

the oil and water viscosities were calculated by using average tetnperatures of the hot

and wann wnes. A correlation was developed between the average temperatures and

the average viscosities. This new approach is used for calculating viscosity of the

resClVOirfluids in the present model

(3.17)

(A, =.11,+Az)

lhis equation calculates the viscosity values of the reservoir fluids successfully over the
wide variation of temperatures.

3.7 Calculation of Relative Penneabllities (pseudo-relative Permeability)

Change of absolute permeability is not an unusual phenomena in cyclic steam

stimulation process. Because the fractures and microchannels are created in the shear

failure zone of the heavy oil reselVoir during steam injection period. It is reported in the

literature that the effective pcnneability is increased by two to three order of magnitude

in CSS process (Sellari et al.,1993).
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Settari et al. (1993) considered two mam parameters affecting water relative

penneability for a POWIl8 media with shear planes, namely the conductM.ty and

oonnectMty of the planes. Also the planes may be bent or cwved and they may have

branches. The water saturation inside the shear planes can vary from the native water

saturation to a VC1Yhigh value. Under these conditions, analytical formu1ation of the

capabilily of flow path to injection and production of fluid is difficult.

In the present study, an empirical formula (Settari et al., 1993) has been developed to

calculate the enhanced oil and water relative permeabilities. Pethrick et al. (19lrlr)

proposed a set of saturation dependent relative permeability values fOlDld from

experiments for simulation of the Wolf Lake project For calculating pseudo-relative

permeabilities in shear failure zone of the reservoir, this values of water-oil relative

permeabi1ities are ll8ed as the original reservoir permeability. There are two methods of

obtaining an empirical correlation; multiplication of the original relative permeability or

by two sets of relative permeabilities (Settari et aI., 1993). The proposed empirical

fonnulas are:

1. Multiplication approach:

Asmune that the k~and k. in fuRy failed zone is a product of a multiplier,

X~ and X" and the origina1 relative permeability, k"" and k
N
• Then

for a reservoir failed to a certain degree f ,the p8eudo-relative penneability

of water and oil are

(~;(1- f) x k", + [xX. xk".

24
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2. Two sets ofrclative permeability approach:

In this approach the relative permeability table for fail sand k",Jd is

developed independently. Then the pseudo-relative permcability to water

and oil are

(3.20)

(3.21)

where X is the multiplication factor to' relative permeability to water and oil, In the

field, the flow behavior during the early production is characterized by a very high

water cut with a tracc of oil produ<:tion. This period corresponds to a high K".

multiplier becaWle the hctcrogencousJy created flow paths still remain open. When the

pore pressure is further reduced, the paths are partiaDy closed or the connections

between start to brea1. This is lhe end of lhe initial flow back of water and start of oil

production. The high K.., multiplier starts to reduce 10 its original value. Figure 3.2

shows lhe pressure dependent multiplication factor to relative penneability to water and

oil. The degree of failure f is defined by linearly intClpolating in the failure zone

between higher and lower pressure limit. At lower prCllSure, where failure has not

started, f = 0.0 aud for fuDy failed zone where pressure is high enough, f = 1.0 is

considered. Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between degree of failure and reservoir

pressure doting production periods. The pseudlrrelative penneabiliries depend on the

saluralion and pressure in the failure zone of the reservoir. Since the flow of two phase

is considered in this model so only the multiplication approach is currently used.

Pseudo-reLative permeability to gas phase is not considered, bCCllllSethe mobility of

steam is naturally high and the growth of steam zone is controned primarily by CDCl'gy

flow. Detai1s of the above equations are presented in the Appendix E.
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Since the pseudo-relative permeability is derived from the geomechanical findings of

the reservoir, the model should have some features such as local dependency and
directional dependency.

Local dependency: The width, geometry, branches and straightness of the fractures are

major facton; for the flow capability of paths in the shear failure zone. All of these

faclon; can change from location to location. Therefore, the defined pseudo-relalive

permeability for the shear failure zone must be locally dependent.

Directional dependency: The multiple planes in shear failure zone may have a preferred

orientation, so the pseudo-relative penneabilities should be directional. For example,

enhanced water permeability will not be expected in a direction perpendicular 10 the
shear pianes.

The pseudo-relative penneability in the failure zone is influenced by the location of the

reservoir as well as direction of the shear plane. These effects are calculated by the

second part of Equation 3.18 and 3.19.
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Chapter IV

COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

To calculate the oil and water production rate from this new model developed in the

previous chapter, a FORTRAN program was written. The main program is dividt:d into

subroutines and also looped with eighth cycles of operation. The pseudo-relative

penneability values are calculated by using correlations and tabulated values of relative

penneability. f'or the case of intermediate values of tabulated data, cubic spline

inteIJlolation method is used. A dat., file is used for all the necessary data in the main

program. A time step size of two days are used for aDthe production cycles. At the end

of every cycle the production results are written and updated. The program is repealed

after all the cycles. The sleps to be followed are desclibed in the next paragraph.

4.1 Model Description

1. In CSS process, steam is injected into the resenrorr high enough (above fracture

pressure) pressure to create shear failure zone. The extent of shear failure zone is

dt:termined by using Wheeler's (1%9) material balance equation (Equation 3.6).

2. The shear failure zone is divided into two ooncenlric emptical cylinder on the basis

of isothenn The hot zone is extended up 10 the loo"C isothenn and warm zone is

e::nended up to the drainage boundar)' (16 + 0.010c) of the reservoir (Figw"e 3.1).

3. The average reservoir temperature is determined at the end of injection period

throughout the length of isolhenn.
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4. The heat loss by conduction 10 the over and underburden during soak and

production period is determined. By using energy balance equation the average zone

temperature is determined.

5. The pseudo-relative permeability values are determined by using correlations and

tabulated values of water -oil relative permeability.

6. The fluid production rate from the hot and warm zone is calculated by using flow

rate equations. The wefibore fluid height is considered zero at an time and interface

fluid height is calculated by using material balance equation.

7. The residual heat remaining in the reservoir at the end of a cycle is added to the

beginning of the next cycle.

4.2 Subroutines Used by MaIn Program

The following subroutines Me used by the main program to implement the ideas of the

model and descnbed in a sequential order. A flow diagram of the computer program is

shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.1 Initia1ization of the program

DATAIN

DATAIN is the fInt subroutine. It contains all me necessaIY input data that are used in

the main and sub program. It has five sets of input data and aU are in Sf units. The

injection, soak and production times for each. cycle with steam pressure, saturation

temperature and fluid loss coefficient are contained by the:first set. The second set
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contains the physical parameters of the reservoir and steam like porosity, formation

thiclness, injection rate, steam quality, absolute penneabiIity and initial reservoir

temperature. The third set composed of compres&bilities, saturations and initial

resClVOir pressure. Thennal conducm.ities and heat capacities of the reservoir are

provided in the fourth set. The aU relative penneability values are included in the fifth

00<.

SPLll'IE

The intermediate values of the tabulated relative penneabilities are calculated by this

subroutine.

OVISC

This program calculates the oil and water Wlcosities and densities. Here the viscosity

values are determined at the initial reservoir temperature.

4.2.2 Subroutines of injection period

Subroutines of this group are used for the initialization of the project and cumulative

values. The maximum and minimum production limits are sel at this stage and also the

cycle calculations are initialized.

PVTIN

This subroutine is used for the calculation of viscosity, density and heat capacity of

steam, water and oil and also the latent heat of vaporization. Here aD the calculations

are based on the steam temperature.
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TEMPGAUSS

It is one of the most important programs, which calculates the hot and wann zone

boundaries and also the extent of shear failure zone. Wheeler's (1969) material balance

equation is used for calculating fluid leak-off velocity. This is accomplished by using

ntunerical integration The average zone tempe11ltUresare also calculated here and the

heat remaining in the previous cycle is added to the heat input to the next cycle.

PRESSURE

The name of this subroutine implies that it calcullltes the hot and warm zone interface

pressure and also the outer boundary pressure.

4.2.3 Subroutines of Soak Period

SOAKTEMP

This program is used for the calculation of heat loss to the over and underburden

dwing soak period. It also calculates the average temperatllrc of the reservoir during

soak period At this stage the main program calculates the initial mobile saturation and

PVT data. The oil in place is estimated here and the production stage of the calculation
is initialized.

4.2.4 Subroutines of Production Period

Before the start of production period, the relative penne.abilities and the mobilities of

the reservoir fluids are detennined. The pseudo-relative penneability values are

calculated by using correlations and tabulated values of the permeability data. Then the

flow rates are calculated and the limits are checked. Finally cumulative values are

updated.
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SATN

During production stage, the saturation values are calculated by this program. This

calculated values are used far the next time step, Also the production results are written

h=.

AVPRODTEMP

TItis program il; used for the calculation of average resel'Vl'.lir temperature during

production period It also calculates the heal loss to the aver and underburden through

fluid production.
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Chapter V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance of a Cyclic Stellm Stimulation (PCSS) process including a shear failure

lone around the wellbore is predicted in this study. An extensive arudysis has been

done with this new analytical model. Pseudo-relativc permeability functions are used

for the simulation of shellI failllre zone in the reservoir. The model also accounts for

flow rate in an elliptical heated zone geometry.

An extensive sensitivity study has been conducted to verify the effectiveness, as well as

limitations of this pseudo-relative permeability model. The effects of changes in the

soak time, steam vohnne, time step size, st= temperature, steam quality and reservoir

thickness are discussed here.

In this chapter, the sample results life discussed and analyzed for the above mentioned

aspects of the CSS process. The main objective is to explore and Wldersland CSS oil

recovery process using pseudo-relative penneabilities for simulating the shear failure

zone.

5.1 Simulation Data

The data used for this simulation work is the published data (pethrick et aI., 19S1J)on

the WolfLake project, owned by BP resources Canada Limited. The simulation input

data are shown in Table 5.1 and the oil-water relative penneabilities are shown in Table

5.2. The operational data are shown in Table 5.3. Some of the correlations used for the

purpose of determining fluid properties are presented in Appendix F.
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All the cight cycle results Me used for the investigation and sensitivity study. For

analyzing the results, several production petfonnance parameters are used. These arc

the oil-steam ratio (OSR), calendar day oil rate (COOR) and water-oil ratio (WOR).

Table 5.1 - Simulation input dal4.

Porosity, fraction 0.305

Permeability, pm' 1.0

Inilial reseJVOirpressure, kP, 2750.0

Initial oil saturation, frzIction 0.66

Initial reservoir temperature, °C .16.0

Irreducible water saturation, fraction 0.34

Residual oil saturation, fraction 0.35

Rocl compressibility, kPa-1 O.45E-6

Water compressibility, kPa" 0.45E-6

Oil compressibility, kPa-1 O.34E-6

Oil thennal expansion coefficient, "C'I O.848E-3

Reservoir specific heat, kJ rn-"K-I 2350.0

Reservoir thenna! conducIMty, kJrn"d-'K"' 149.6

Caplbase rock specific heat, kJrn'X" 2350.0

Caplbase rock thennal conductivity, kJm"d"K' 149.6

Oil viscosity at 16"C, mPa.s HooO.O

Oil \isC{)sityat 100"C, mP•• 115.0

Oil viscosity at 200°C, mPa.s 6.8

Net pay, m 23.8

Fracture haIflength, m 240.0
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Table 5.2 - Water-oil relative permeability (pethrick et m., 1988)

S. 1<". k..
0.3200 0.0000 LOooO ,
0.4300 0.0025 0.6440

0.5450 0.0100 0.3910

0.5929 0.0200 0.2420

0.6359 0.0330 0.1380

0.6760 0.0530 0.0610

0.7145 0.0730 0.0300

0.7530 0.1l30 0.0120

0.7700 0.1200 0.0000

Table 5.J - Operational data

Cycle Steam Slug Injection Sook Production Cycle
Size (ml) Time (days) Time (days) Time (days) Time (days)

] 6250 25 15 "' ]29
2 7000 " 15 123 ]66, 7500 30 15 135 180
• 8000 32 15 150 197
5 1t250 33 13 161 209
6 8500 34 15 17. 223
7 1t750 35 15 188 238
8 9000 36 15 202 253
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5.2 Elliptical Flow into IIWell

The results obtained from this pseudo-relative penneability model are shown in Figure

5.1 through Figure 5.7. The results are compared with BP Simulation (BPS) results

and conventional method resUlts (Tamim and Farouq Ali, 1995).

The conventional. model was developed by Tamim and Farouq Ali (1995). They

eXlllTlined CSS perfonnances under fractured as well as unfractured wellbore

conditions. flow into a completely closed fracture which involves Elliptical Flow into a

circular Well (EFW) was investigated. They examined a close-form as well as an

approximate solution to this problems. This investigation failed to match the field

results. Based on the results of these studies, a partially open fracture was investigated

with the help of the new model This model predicted higher wafer production

compared with simulation results.

The only field data on Wolf Lake project, jointly owned by Petro-Canada and BP

Resources Canada Limited, was published by Pethrick et aI. (1988). Pethrick et aI.

(1988) described that fractures were required to achieve reasonable steam injection

rates in the .ficld. They optimized the iqjection and production strategies of individual

wells in the Wolf Lake projects. Prior to this Optimil.ation, several years of CSS

production data from BP's Phase A Pilot in the Wolf Lake project were matched to

validate the thenna1 simulator. The agreement between the simulation results and field

beha\>ior allowed a high degree of confidence in the Optimil.ation strategy. TIris data

(petJuic.k ef aI., 1988) has been used as the simulation input data in the present

pseudo-relative penneability model.

Figure 5.1 shows the cycle oil prodUl;tion along wirh BPS value and conventional

approach. The predicted cycle oil prodUl;tiOItSlIIlltch fuirIy well with BPS value

whereas conventional approach prodUl;ed much lower values. The oil production is

nCMlysame to BPS value upto the sixth cycle but decreases in the next two cycles.
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lbe reason could be the decrease of the relative permeability due to the

remoulding of fractures and microchannels. So the pseudo-relative permeability

model oil production results are more accurate compared 10 the conventional approach

model. Cycle water production predicted by the conventional model was also vel)' low

as was the case for the oil production. The pseudo-relative permeability model

improved this situation significantly. Figure 5.2 shows this results. As a consequence to

lower oil production in the last two cycles, water production was higher. In the eighth

cycle, the pseudo-relative permeability model produced 2000 m' of more water than

BPS results. Both oil and water production increased considerably in the pseudo-

relative permeabi1ity model due 10 the use of enhanced permeability, which was created

by the shear failure wne. As the conventional model did not consider the shear failure

wne, it failed to match the field data. Figure 5.3 shows the cumulative oil produetion.

It can be seen that the cumulative oil production curve follows approximately the same

path as BPS va1ue whereas the conventional model is always wen below the pseudo-

relative permeability curve. The cumulative water productions are shOMl in Figure 5.4.

It is seen that the cumulative water production is s1ightly less than the BPS value in the

middle of the cycles. At the end of eighth cycle the cumulative water production is

approximately same as the BPS value. Compared to the pseudo-relative permeability

model the conventional model produces much less water. At the end of eighth cycle the

pseudo-relative penneability model produces 47873 m' of water whereas conventional

model produces only 18930 m' of water. Figure 5.5 shows the cycle oil-steam ratio

(OSR). It is seen that the cycle oil-steam ratio closely matches with BPS values. The

cycle oil-steam ratio is approximately same as the BPS value upto the sixth cycle and

then decreases. At the end of eighth cycle, the OSR is 0.143 whereas BPS va1ue is

0.156. The conventional model produced much less OSR CQtnpared with pseudo-

relative penneability model. Figure 5.6 shows the cycle water-oil ratio (WOR). It is

seen that the cycle WOR closely matches with BPS value up to the sixth cycle. After

sixth cycle the WOR increases sharply. At the end of eighth cycle the pseudo-relative

penneability model produces WOR is 9.06 whereas BPS produces 6.31. The reason is

the high water cut occurred in the later cycle from failure zone. The conventional
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model produces less cycle WOR than the pseudo-relative permeability model. The

cycle calendar day oil rate (CDOR) is shown in Figure 5.7. It is seen that the cycle

CDOR points close are fairly close to the BPS values. The conventional model

produced much lower cycle CDOR than pseudo-relative penneability mode!. It is seen

that the difference is more in the early cycles and less in the later cycle.

It is seen that the results of the production performance parameters closely matched

with results published by BP Resources Canada Limited (pethrick, et.a1.,1988). A little

amount of discrepancies appeared in the case of cycle oil and water production but the

cumulative values of oil and wa1eJ: production matched fairly well. The other

penormance parameters like OSR, WOR and CDOR give much better results than the

conventional model. The predicted results indicate that fractures and microchannels are

created in the shear failllIe zone of the heary oil reservoir during steam injection

period. This enhanced the permeability of the resClVOir.The flow rate of the reservoir

fluids in CSS process depends on the permeability of the reservoir. This model

acCOllJltsthe actual permeability of the reservoir by using pseudo-relative permeability

functiollJj. The predicted results matched fairly well with field peuOIlI14llce results

(BPS), due to the calculation of enhanced permeability and flow rate. It can be s.aid

that this work represent the actual flow geometry and shear failllIe criteria in heary oil

sands for CSS operation. That is, the fractures and microchannels are created in the

shear failure zone of reservoir, during injection period, remain during production

period. The shear failure phenomena of hem.y oil reservoirs in CSS process can be

successfully simulated by using pseudo-relative pelllleability functions.

5.3 Sensitivity Study

The pseudo-relative permeability model is used successfully to simulate the shear

failure condition of hea")' oil reservoirs in CSS process. A sensitivity ana1ysis has been
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made to determine the acceptable [mge of operation of this new analytical model.

Sevexal physical and operational parameters were selected for the sensitMty analysis.

5.3.1 ElTects of Soak Time

The selection of soak period is an important factor for cyclic steam stimulation process.

Some authors have found that presence of any soak period does not affect the

production, on the other hand some have suggested an optimum duration for soaking.

There is no fixed guideline for setting the actual soak period. A minimum of 2 to 3

days are needed to change the weDhead assembly from injection to production. Figure

5.8 shows the cycle oil production for different soak periods. The 10 days soak period

produces little more oil in the early cycles than later cycles compared with the base soak

time of 15 days. On the other hand, the 20 days soak period produccs less oil in the

early cycles and more in the later cycles. This is due to more available oil and late

heating of the formation. There is little difference of cycle oil production in various

soak periods. So the soaking period between 10 to 20 days shows ~er result. Figure

5.9 shows the cumulative oil production for different soak periods. The total oil

production has no effect for different soak periods. The cycle water productions for

different soak periods are shown in Figure 5.10 and the cumulative water productions

are shoM! in Figure 5.11. The cycle and total water production also do nOI change for

different soak periods. It is seen thaI the duration of soak period has no major effects

on production performance parameters but longer soak period in=ases the beat loss to

the over and under burden by conduction. Thc conduction bcat loss decrease the

production performancc. It can be said that the 15 days soak period is better for history

matching of production performance.
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5.3.2 Effects of steam Injection Rates

The steam uyection rate significantly affeclS the productivity of cyclic steam stimulation

process in heavy oil reselVOITs.Higher injection rate produce more oil due to the

injection of more heat and it capture more drainage area. Economic faclors play an

important role in steam uyection strategy. Increased steam production involves higher

boiler capacity and higher operational cos!s. Steam injection rates should be based on

cost per cubic meter of oil produced. Figure 5.12 shows the cycle oil productions for

various steam injection rates. The injection rates of200 m3/day produces much less oil

than the base rate of 250 m'/day in the later cycles. The injection rate of 300 ro'/day

produces much higher oil in later cycles than the early cycles compared with base case.

The cumulative oil production has no significant difference in early cycles but the later

cycles have little difference for various steam injection rates (Figure 5.13). The cycle

water productioIlll for different steam injection rates are shown in the Figure 5.14. The

lower injection rate produces much more water than the higher injection rates. Figure

5.15 shows the cumulative water production for various steam injection rlltes. At !he

end of 8th cycle the lower injection rate produced 7000 m' more water than the base

case but higher injection rate produced 5000 m' less water. These resul!s are contrary

to the expected results and the actual reason for such behln.iOf could nol be

understood. The cycle oil-steam ratios (OSR) for various steam injection rates are

shown in the figure 5.16. It is seen that the lower uyection rate produces less oil-steam

ratio than the higher injection rate in the later cycles. At the end of 8th cycle the lower

injection rate produced OSR is 0.113 and at the higher rate the ratio is 0.156 whereas

the base case produced ratio is 0.143. The cycle calendar day oil production rates

(CDOR) have !he same trend as the OSR (Figure 5.17). Figure 5.18 shows the cycle

water-oil ratio (WOR) fo/ different steam injection rates. It is seen that the lower

injection rate produces more WOR than the higher uyection rates. At the end of 8th

cycle the WOR is 12.37 for lower injection rate and 6.94 for the higher rate. Whereas

produced water-oil ratio for the base case is 9.06. Depending on the operational

break-even poin~ field capaci1}' and initial investrnen~ each reservoir would have a
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different oplimwn strategy. So the setting of steam injection rate 250 m'/day is

reasonable for this model and gives bener results.

5.3.3 Effects of Time Step sUe On Production

The ana1ytical nature of the CSS process shows that the time step size has little effect

on production perfonnances. The reservoir temperature decreases with time which

decreases the instantaneous flow rate. To accommodate this changing flow rate,

temperature and Wloosity are calculated at a regular interval during the production

cycle. So the time step size affects the viscosity of the reservoir oil. Figure 5.19 shows

the cycle oil production for various time step sizes. The 2 days time step size produces

slightly less cycle oil than the 5 days and 10 days oil production. Whereas 5 days and

10 days produces approximately same cycle oil. l1Je reason may be the instability of

the saturation scheme. The cumulative oil production for various time step sizes are

shown in Figure 5.20. It is seen that the total oil production is approximately same for

an time step sizes. Figure 5.21 shows the cycle water production for various time step

sizes. lbe 2 days time step size produces approximately same cycle water upto the 6th

cycle and picked up in 7th cycle. It produces 2230 m'more water than 5 days time step

size. The actual reason could not be undenrt:ood of such behavior in cycle water

production. The total water production for various time step sizes has no significant

difference. TIlls is shown in the Figure 5.22. The time step size of two days gives better

results and easiest calculation of the production perfonnance parameters.

5.3.4 Effects of Steam Temperature

Steam is the only hcat supp1ying media for cyclic steam stimulation process. The heat

contained by the steam depends on the steam quality and saturation temperature of the

steam. But the latent heat of steam decreases with the increase of temperature. Two
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steam temperatures of 5ffc and 70'C above the base saturation temperature are

conducted to investigate the effects of steam temperature. The quality of the steam

remains IUlchanged. Figure 5.23 shows the cycle oil production for different steam

temperatures. The higher temperature(70~C) produces more oil in the early cycles and

less Oll after 6th cycle compared with the base case. On the other hand the 5ffc
produces more oil upto the 7th cycle and decreased sharply in the next cycle. The

reason could be the more heat loss occWTed at higher temperature. The cwnulaliw

oil productions are shoMl in the Figure 5.24. Both the temperatures above base case

give higher total oil production. It is seen that the 7ffc produce 20% more total oil than

base case. The cycle water productions are shown in the Figure 5.25. There is a little

difference in cycle water production between sffc and 70"C above base temperature

setting, but it produces more cycle water than the base case. Figure 5.26 shows the

total water production. It indicates that the early cycles have little difference of water

production, but the latter cycles have significant difference. At the end of 8th cycle the

50"C produces 18000 m' more water and 7ffc produces 23000 m'than the base case.

The higher temperature produces approximately 40% more water than base

temperature. Ihe higher temperature setting gives better result than base case, but it

increased the heat loss and also the cost of steam generation. The operational cost may

not justifY increasing the steam temperature.

5.3.5 Effects of Steam Quality

The amolUlt of heat injected into the fonnation in CSS process depends on the steam

quality at a given temperature. At higher steam quality the latent h"at part of the total

heat content increases. Latent heat plays a significant role in steam zone expansion. The

steam qualities of 70",1,and 90% arc conducted with the base run of 80% to invesligate

the effects of steam quality in CSS process. Figure 5.27 shows cycle oil production for

various steam qualities. Both the high and low steam qualities produces approximately

the same oil as the base case. The cumulative oil productions are shown in the Figure
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5.28. It indicates that the same t01a1oil is produced for alllhree cases. It is seen that

increasing steam qualities produces maxginally higher oil. The reason is the increase of

average reservoir temperature with the increase of steam quality. Figure 5.29 shows the

cycle water production for variOU5steam qualities. Early cycles produces approximately

the same water, but the 1ater cycles produces little more water with increasing steam

quality. The total water productions are sbo'Ml in the Figure 5.30. The appreciable

amount at difference appears after 5th cycle for different stearn qualities. At the end

of 8th cycle the 70% quality of sleam produces 46661 m' water and 90% quality

produces 48862 m' water. Whereas base nul of 80% quality produces 47873 m' water.

The reason may be the increase of slug size in the later cycle. So the setting of sleam

quality for this model can vary .from 70% to 90%. Wellhead steam qualities of 70% to

85% are most widely produced in the field. This range at steam quality gives ultimate

better production perfonnance.

5.3.6 ElTects ofFonnation Thickness

The formation thickness affects the oil production rate from helll.Yoil reservoinl dwing

cyclic steam stimulation process. The net pay thickness of 20 m and 30 m are

investigated along with the base nm thickness 23.8 m. Figure 5.31 shows the cycle oil

production for diffCJ'eIltpay thickness. The higher pay thickness produces more oil in

early cycles and decreases in the later cycles compared with the base case. Whereas

lower pay thickness produces always less oil than the base case. The total oil

productions for different pay thickness are shown in the Figure 5.32. It indicates that:

unifonn difference exists in all the cycle for different pay thickness. It is said that higher

pay thickness occupy the more drainage area of the reservoir and produces more oil in

the early cycle bllt the oil production decreases in later cycle due to the constant

volume at injected steam Figure 5.33 shows the cycle water production for different

pay thickness. The highcr pay thickness always produces more water than the base

case. Whereas lower pay thickness produces much less water in later cycles than the
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early cycles compared with !he base case. The total water productions for different pay

thickness are shoml in the Figw'e 5.34. Early cycles produces less difference for water

production, but later cycles haw higher difference. At the end of 8th cycle the 20 m

pay thickness produces 25950 m' of water and 30 m produces 83834 m' of water

compared with base the case produces 47873 m' of water. Figure 5.35 shows !he 00-

steam ratio at each cycle fOf various pay thickness. The higher pay thickness produces

more oil.steam ratio upto 5th cycle and then decreases compared with base nm pay

thickness 23.8m. \Vhereas lower pay thickness always produces less OSR than base

case. The actual reason could not be understood. The calendar day oil production

rate(CDOR) shows the same trend as OSR curve. This is shown in Figure 5.36. The

reason may be higher the pay thickness, lesser the heat loss 10 the over and

underburden. So the net pay thickness significantly affects the performance parameter.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An analytical model has been developed in this study to predict production

peIformance of helW)' oil rcservoinl undergoing cyclic steam stimula.tion process. After

successfuDy matching a pm.;.ously reported field data and an extensive sensitivity

analysis, the following cunclusions are reached as follows.

1. The model has ~ developed for elliptical flow geometry with a circular wellborc

at the center of an ellipse.

2. The fractures and micl"Ochannels created during steam injection remains open or

partially open during production period depending on the presSW"Cof the reservoir.

This condition increases the reservoir permeability and porosity which practicaDy

enhances the flow rate.

3. For the first time, the shear failure zone ofheary oil reservoir has been simulated by

means of pseudo-relative permeability functions in an llIUIiyticaimodel.

4. An extensive sensiti\oity study has been done by using the various reservoir and

steam properties. The model responded in a reasonable and acceptable manner for aD

the imposed variation in the properties. It was found that the model is applicable over a

wide variety of reservoir and operating conditions.

5. The predicled results successfully match with field results upto the sixth cycle. The

model has limited utility beyond the sixth cycle.
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6. This model can be succcssfuDy used as a valuable tool for operational control. This

can ako be used for quick assessment and analysis prior to an expensive numerical

simulation.

Recommendlltlons

During the COW'Seof thiB study, various ideas to improve the model oou1d not be

accotmnodated due 10time cOMtraints and limited scope of the present study. Somc of

these: ideas arc presented here for future improvement of the model and the study.

1. To investigate the shear stress in the failure zone.

2. To acoornrnodate the direction of fractures and nticrochanncls..

3. To check the model with morc field data.

4. To iJrvcstigate thc porosity change in the fai1ure zone.
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APPENDIX A

FLOW INTO A WELL LOCATED AT 'IHE CENTER OF AN ELLIPTICAL

DRAINAGE BOUNDARY (l'amlm, 1995)

The fluid flow from heated reservoirs into the wellbore is elliptic. Ploeg, Kirkham and

Boast (1971) presented a solution for steady saturated flow in an elliptical confined

aquifer. They considered the aquifer to be isotropic and homogeneous. They developed

potential and steam functions for a number of dUferent shaped aquifer and well

locations. The variety of geometries are considered enables to predict the well discharge

for aquifers that approach the shape of an ellipse.

A.t Well at the center oran ellipse

By considering an elliptical aquifer with the well located in the center. The equation in

rectangular co-ordinates of an ellipse is

(A. I)

Using polar co-ordinates (R,S)

x = R cooS, andy =Rsine

The equation (A.I) can be written in the following form

(A.2)
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A.U Boundary conditions

B.C 1: $=0

B.C2:~=1

for r=r •.

for r=R

B.C 3: MJ/OO'" 0 fOl' e = 0
B.C 4: MJ/OO = 0 for e = nI2

r,,<r<a

r•.<r<b

The Laplace equation in polar oo-ordinates gives an expression for the hydraulic head

A.U Solution of Lap IKe Equation

(A,3)

The solution of equation (A,3) by using the GTam-Schmidt method gives the foDowing

expression for hydraulic head,

where, m = 0, I, 2, N;

N = 0, 1, 2, oc;

(A,4)

md
(e]" _ ~ ,.
a (or)

u",(r,O)_ ['] cos2mO.
1- r••

a'

(A.5)

On the boundary of the ellipse r = R and using equation (A,2) for express R in terms of

e. The equation (A,5) becomes,
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(R'J'
u.,(O) '" a'

1-(:;]
cos 2mB, (A.6)

Now the equation for hydraulic head,

N

<I> ~R '"I:A"",u",( 0).-, (A.1)

To satistY the boundaty condition B.C. 2, the equation (A.7) in the folklwing form,

(A.S)

Powers ct aI. (1967) determine the value of A.!m by using an ortlwnorma1 ftmction

table. They introduce two constants Wm and limo are,

.n
w, '1(1","(8)d8,

•

'"
N, .1••(8","(8)<18.,

m"'O,I,2, ...,N

m=O,I,2, ...,N m;;,n

(A.9)

(A.IO)

where the u",(e) and Um(8) are obtained from equation (A.6)

The solution of the above integrations are difficuh in analytical method. For accurate

solution, numerical integration method is used. The Gaussian quadrature method gives

the best solution of Wmand u"",. TemtS Mth zero subscript produced by using

L 'Hospital mIe.
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(A.Il)

The hydraulic head becomes,

(A.12)

By using the Table of Powers et aI. (1967) the values of At... are determined Then the

values of hydraulic head are dctemtined by using equation (A.12).

A.2 Development of Formulas of Orthonormal Functions

Power, Kirkham and Snowden (1967) developed a set of general orthonO!1Dal

functions for solving potential flow problems. The eqWltion for potential fimction is

(A.l3)

The above equation may be written for basic series do:velopment as

~.
fix). LA_",(x)

_0
ct<x<fl m = 0,1, ... , N (N-+<>::) (A.14)

lff(x) and u",(x) are known, the A...o can be detennined by an au",1iary equation
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N••
[(x). LB.J.(x)- (A.IS)

where Bm are constant and ;l,.,.,(x)IIlC an orthononnaJ. polynomial developed fium lino:ar

combination of the known u..(x).

Whetl pol)nomials iL",(x) are orthonormal, then it can be used to developed other

funCti01lllf{x) into the series of the fonn,

(A.16)

m=O,I, ... ,N-.a:: (A17)

For each of the orthononnal polynorniaIs an orthogonal function 1m and a

nonna1i7Jltion factor Dmcan be correlate as

Courant and Hilbcrts resulting expn:ssiOll for II.mis

(A.IS)

m=O,l •... , n=O, I, ... (A19)

where: DmII:! is given by,

n,.l!l = (1m"f.;)">'

From equation (A. IS) and (AI9)
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.-,
.•• " •..- L:(••X",)",

~

-Now A.••=u"-~(u,,r")r"D;l_.

m = 0, 1, 2, ... , n = 0, I, .... (A.lI)

(A.22)

.-,
D. "('.~)- L:( ••r,)'D;',.

If c... = (lImy.)D'"

.,
Then r •.=u,.-Lc"",y._.
and eqUlltion (A.19) ~

(A.23)

(A.24)

-(A.2S)

(A.26)

.,
Now D" = u ••u", - L c~"D.

~
m=O,I,2, ... , n=O, 1,... (A.27)

A,2.1 Introduction of Constant J•.•

Assume the 1m to be the linear ftmctlon of 110, u" ..... Upon expanding the right Bide of

eqlllll.ion (A.ll) is given by
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where 1_ are the coefficients oftlle Unin a given Ym

(A.28)

Now deriWJg the recursion formula for I•••by placing expression for "fa in eqWll.ion

(A.25) gives

"-.J~""Cm, - L cm,.!",,...+1

A,2.2 Fonnlllll (or C•••

m = 2, 3, 4, ..... , n"" I, 2, 3, ..... (A.29)

To find an expression for c.... substitute the values of Yo. y,,--- from equation (A.28)

into (A24). Then general fonnula is

.-.
u"" - LJ",u"",~.

D.
m = 1, 2, 3, ..... , n = 0, 1,2, ....ffi-1 (A30)

A.2.3 Fonnula (or B..

By considering equations (A.l7) and (A.I It)

B~ =S;f(x)r",D-IIld>c:

Now define tlle dimensionless constant Em

8J

(A31)

(A.32)



From which it ill found that

Now we defure the dimensionless constant Gm by

Now recursion fonnula for Gm

(A.33)

(A.34)

-'
G", =w",-Lc","G~••
recUf!lionfonnula for E,.

m = 0,1,2, ..... (A,35)

E e• m=O,l,2, .... , n=0,1,2, ....,m-l (A.36)

Now recursion fonnula for 8.,

m = 0, I, 2, .

n = 0, 1, 2, .

A.2.4 Formula for tbe ANal

By considering

f.,(x) = E"Uo + ~(Ul - JIOUo)+ Ez(Uz - J:wU(>-J"u,) + __

(A.37)

(A.38)



and from equation (A14) for N=2,

(A39)

Now comparing the above two equations

AM = Eo. E,J,. - E,J20
An =E,. E,Jll

Au=E,

Repeating the above procedure, ANm is obtained by many values of N and m. General

formula for AN", is

N

A"", =E", - L:.EpJ,..
~ .. m = 0, 1, 2, , N (A.40)

A.3 Calculation of Well Discharge

The well discharge q can lx- calculated by using the expression for the potential

function <D.The discharge per unit thickness of aquifer,

(A.41)

Where K is the hydraulic conductivity,

thicJrnessh.The total flow rate for the well is
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APPENDlXB

CALCULATION OF ZONE TEMPERATURE DURING SOAK AND

PRODUCTION PERIOD (famlm, 1995)

The hot and warm zone temperatures are calculated by making the foRowing

assumptions are: the vaporization effects are negligJble and the themtal and fluid

properties are essential1y constant for a small time step. The energy balance for the hot

and warm zone becomes,

-NIM, en; '" q,ACp1 - q,p,Cp,(1; - Z;)+ (2.11,+AoXa,Z;- Ka11t (B. 1)
d<

-A,Mi, "2 '" q,p,Cp,(Z; - T,) + 2~(a,Z; - Kan) - 4(a.J; - Ka'l} (B.2)

Where T, and T, are the average hot and wann zone temperatures respectively. The

hot and wann zone equations can be further expanded into

(8.3)

(B.4)

Similarly for warm zone,
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; " P'OT, - PuT., +PI~

A3T.,+(D - PIO)'r, - P,. ,,0

Now the following differential equation have been solved

(D-p,)T., +P,T,. "Po

PuT., + (D - PIG)T, " A.

(8.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

Subject to the initial conditions, the two average temperatures can be expressed as

r; "P, - Al c,.e'" + P, -A, C,e""" + P,P + Po
P, P, P~B P,

where the following definitions have been employed

o pc, =T., -c.--
B

P _ q,p,Cp'

I A,hM,

P ~ qlP~Cpl,-
A,hM,
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(8.10)

(B.1I)

(B.12)

(B.13)

(B.14)

(B.15)



k.au(2A, +-%)
(B.16)P4'" A.hM,

P, "'P,-P,-P, (B.17)

P6 ",P1TR +P. (B.18)

P7 '" q,p,Cp1
(B.19)A,M!,

Po '" la. (B.20). hM,

2k,an (B.21)P. " hM,

P10=P,-P. (B.22)

P _ A.a,
(B.D)11 - A,M!,

A ~ Ahk,a"l (B.24)1 - A,M!,

Pu '"P7- Pu (B.25)

Pl' ",po-p" (B.26)

B '"PUP, - PlfJ,o (B.27)

P "PJi,o - P,P'4 (B.28)
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APPENDlXC

CALCULATION OF HEAT LOSS TO 1HE CAP AND BASE ROCK

(Tamim, 1995)

The heat loss to the cap and base rock were evaluated by using the approximation of

Vinsome and Westerveld (19&0). The equation of heat flow to the cap and base rock is

8r 8'Ta",a" &,.
For the case of an interface condition,

8l'o tira '"ah &2 IFO.

(C.I)

(C.2)

(C.3)

The solution of the above equation gives t1l(lfollowing expression for the cumulative

heat stored in the cap rock and heat lOllSrate.

E, '"~d(T" +Pd +2qd')a.

qL ;k,(; -?J
where the following definitions were used,

a"T,,'" +r~d'(T,,-1(,")
d a,,'"

3d' +a.'"

.Jaktd~---
2
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I" '" To"d"+ p"(d" l + 2q"(d")J

Now the heat lOllsrate was expressed as

(C.S)

(C.9)

(C.IO)

(C.II)



APPENDIX 0

AVERAGE ZONE SATURATIONS (famim, 1995)

The average zone saturations were calculated on the basis of the following

assumptions.

1. The saturation profiles in the hot and warm zone can be represented by an average

zone values.

2., Thc time step for each cycle during production period is small compared with the

total production time of the cycle.

The mobile oil and water s.aturations at any time n+l in the hot and warm zones are

given by the following expressions (Arthur et at., 1991).

(D.l)

(D.l)

where the following definitions are used,

For hot zone,

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.S)
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For warm zone,

_ -qmx, ~--,
V._

Now the following eqWltions were IlSed for calculating the saturation values,

S"., .••'" S_ ...•+ S""

Soh•..•=l-S_ ...•.

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.9)

(D.lO)



APPENDIXE

CALCULATION OF PSEUDO-RELATIVE PERMEABILITIES,

In CSS process the alteration of relative penneability is an important phenomena. The

flow rate: :from shear failurc:d zone of hell\oyoil rc:senroir mostly depends on the relative:

pc:nneability of the reservoir fluids. Ito, Setfari, and Jha (1993) presented an empirical

formu14 for calculating pseudo-re1atiw permeabilities of shear fallured resCIVOir.

E.l Multiplication Approach

ABsumiJJgthat the k. in fu1Iy failed ZOQeis a product of a multiplier, X, and the

reservoir relative:pc:nneability k.w"",.Then the resCIVOirfailed to a certain degree f, the

pseudo-relative pc:nneability is

k,.,- (l-f)xk.o"., + fxXxk,. .•••.

E.2 Equations for MultiplicaUon Factor

(E.l)

(£.2)

"I1remultiplication factor depends on the failure pressure of the resClVOir.Asrruming the

higher and lower pressure in the failure ZOQeduring production period are 1500 kPa

and 300 kPa respectively. The extreme values of multiplication factor at that pressure

are (Ito ct al. 1993)

I. p.~ =1500 kPa,

2. p •••= 300 kPa,

x.. = 20 and X. = 0.2
X.•=l.Omd X,=l.O
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Then the equations for multiplication :fuctor can be defined by linearly interpolating

between higher and lower pressure,

x••= 3.25 x 10.' x POOl _ 8.750,

Xo = -5.0 x 10" x p•••+ 1.150.

E.3 Equation for Degree of FaJllln.'

(B.3)

(E.4)

The degree of failure f can be defined by linearly intetpOlating in the failure zone

between a higher and lower pressure range during production period. For higher

pressure, POll = 1500 kPa, the oom:sponding failure factor, f = 0.14 and for lower

pressure p •••= 300 kPa, the failure factor, f= 0.0.

The equation for the degree of failure,

f= 1.667 x 10" x POll _ 0.035. (E.5)

Upon calculating the values of X and t; the corrcr;ponding values of pseudo-relative

permeability are calculated for evel)' time step during production period.
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APPENDIXF

CALCULATION OF FLUID PROPERTIES

F.l ClIlculation of steam Properties

Steam is the healing agent fOf cyclic swam stimulation process. The calculations of

steam propetti~ are the essential part of CSS process. Stearn tables are required for

c.alculating various steam properties. For convenience of calculation, a set of

polynomials (Tortike and Farouq Ali, 1989) were used for the present work. All the

units are in SI melric.

F.1.1 Properties of steam Condensate

Calculation of Viscosity

The foDowing equation was used for calcu.Ja.tingthe viscosity of steam oondensatc

" :-0.0123274+ 271038 _ 235255 101425xlO'
,.... T T' + T3

217342xlO'
T'

(F.I)

273.15sTs645 K

Calculation of Density

p" '" 378631-372487T + OJ96246T' _ 5.0408 xlO ...•T3 + 6.29368 x 1O-'T'

(F.2)
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F.1.2 Properties of Steam Vapor

Calculation of Visoolrity

/i", = -5.46807xlO...•+6.69490xlO-.6T-33999xlO-ll r' +8.29842xIO-llr1
213.15::;T::;645K (F.3)

Calculation of Density

Inp" ,,-93.7012 +0.833941T_ 0.OO3208T'+ 6.57652x 1O-.6T1_ 692747 x 1O-9r-

273.15Sf::;645K (F.4)

F.I.3 Calculation of Latent Heat of Vaporization

. 1., ,,(7184500 +11048.6r - 88.4050r' +016256lT' - L21371xlO'" T' r-
213.15::;T:;;645K (F.5)

F.l.4 Calculation ofS.turation Temperature

1; ,,280.034 +14.0856Inp + l3807(lnp)' -0101806(lnp)1 +0.019011(lnp)'

.611kP~p$22.12Mpa (F.6)
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"

••

F.l.5 Calculation of Saturation Pressure

P, ,,(-175.776 +2292n7T - o.01l395T' +2.6278x lO-'T' - 273726)(1O~T'r

80$T:s:647.3K (F.7)

F.2 Calculation of Oil Propl:!rties

F.2.1 Calculation of Viscosity

The flow rate into the well bore depends on the Wlcosity values of the reservoir oil.

Farouq Ali (1982) presented a good approxima.te method in terms of dynamic viscosity

for calculating oil viscosity.

II. = aebi(1+,m» (F.8)

wh=

md

a= 6.54053 E.15

b = 11380.31

a= 1.77632E-7,

b = 4993.018

for T";373.15 K

for T>373.15 K

F.2.2 Calculation of Density .

The following correlation w.:<sused to calcuJate the oil density by using a thenna!

expan~ factor,
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, .

Where the subscript R rcprescnls standard condition.

• F .2.3 Calculation of Specific Heat

Smith-Magowan et aI. (1982) presented the foDowing equation for calculating the oil

sand specific heat,

C
p

= 1557+ 5.219xlo-'T - 8.686xIO-<lTI• (F.I0)
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